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ABSTRACT: In 2018, we reported a hybrid pipeline that predicts
protein structures with I-TASSER and function with COFACTOR. ITASSER/COFACTOR achieved Gene Ontology (GO) high
prediction accuracies of Fmax = 0.69 and 0.57 for molecular function
(MF) and biological process (BP), respectively, on 100 comprehensively annotated proteins. Now we report blinded analyses of
newly annotated proteins in the critical assessment of function
annotation (CAFA) three function prediction challenge and in
neXtProt. For CAFA3 results released in May 2019, our predictions
on 267 and 912 human proteins with newly annotated MF and BP
terms achieved Fmax = 0.50 and 0.42, respectively, on “No
Knowledge” proteins, and 0.51 and 0.74, respectively, on “Limited
Knowledge” proteins. While COFACTOR consistently outperforms simple homology-based analysis, its accuracy still depends
on template availability. Meanwhile, in neXtProt 2019−01, 25 proteins acquired new function annotation through literature
curation at UniProt/Swiss-Prot. Before the release of these curated results, we submitted to neXtProt blinded predictions of
free-text function annotation based on predicted GO terms. For 10 of the 25, a good match of free-text or GO term annotation
was obtained. These blind tests represent rigorous assessments of I-TASSER/COFACTOR. neXtProt now provides links to
precomputed I-TASSER/COFACTOR predictions for proteins without function annotation to facilitate experimental planning
on “dark proteins”.
KEYWORDS: uncharacterized human proteins validated at protein level (uPE1), CP50 challenge,
structure-based function annotation, I-TASSER, COFACTOR, critical assessment of function annotation (CAFA) 3, neXtProt
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INTRODUCTION
For systematic structure and function annotations for
uncharacterized human proteins validated at protein level
(uPE1), we proposed in 2018 a computational pipeline1
combining the I-TASSER2 protein structure prediction
algorithm and the COFACTOR3 structure-based function
annotation method. On a benchmark test of 100 randomly
selected very well-annotated proteins from chromosome 17
(with at least 3 Gold GO terms each for all three aspects of
MF, BP, and CC), I-TASSER/COFACTOR achieved a high
Gene Ontology (GO) term4 annotation accuracy of 0.69 and
0.57, as measured by Fmax (see Materials and Methods for
mathematical explanation), for molecular function (MF) and
biological process (BP), respectively, and consistently outperformed two state-of-the-art methods (GoFDR5 and
GOtcha6). Cellular component (CC) is not considered as
“function” in neXtProt. Using this pipeline (with C-score ≥0.5,
see Materials and Methods), we then conﬁdently assigned MF
© 2019 American Chemical Society

and BP for 13 and 33 proteins, respectively, of all the 66 uPE1
proteins from chromosome 17 in neXtProt as of 2017−07−01.
Three shortcomings emerged as a result of our discussions
with other experts in the proteomics community,7 particularly
at neXtProt. First, when benchmarking our algorithm, we had
removed experimentally studied close homologues to the query
protein if sharing >30% sequence identity. While this is a close
approximation of real-life challenges for distant- or nonhomologous protein function prediction, such benchmarks
could have been biased in the following aspects: (a) diﬀerent
from community-wide protein structure and function challenges such as CASP8 and CAFA,9 this benchmark was not a
blind test; thus, the prediction result could potentially be
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data discussed in this study are available at https://zhanglab.
ccmb.med.umich.edu/COFACTOR2/nx2019addition/
GOterm.html. Additionally, all modeling results for each of the
44 blindly tested neXtProt proteins in this study are provided
as a link on neXtProt (https://www.nextprot.org/entry/NX_
P0C870/gh/zhanglabs/COFACTOR, where “NX_P0C870”
can be replaced by the neXtProt ID for each other target of
interest). These capabilities have now been made available to
all investigators through the “Community” link in neXtProt.16

enhanced by prior knowledge of known protein functions; and
(b) the benchmark is akin to a cross-validation test in machine
learning, where the same version of a database is partitioned
into the training set (template database after close homologue
removal) and the validation set (the benchmark set of 100
query protein), and the labels (GO terms) of the validation set
are predicted from the training set. This is diﬀerent from a reallifetime-elapsed prediction, where only older functional
annotations in the template database are used to predict
functions of new proteins to be annotated. Cross-validation
tests have been reported to be less challenging than timeelapsed tests.10 That is partly because a single high-throughput
experimental paper could lead to a dramatic increase of
annotation for a few speciﬁc GO terms, and such a change in
GO term distribution over time cannot realistically be modeled
in a cross-validation setting.11
Second, our benchmark test focuses mainly on evaluation of
predicted GO terms, which are standard vocabulary for
function annotation that are amenable for programmatic
parsing. However, experimental biologists are usually more
accustomed to free-text function annotation instead of
computationally friendly GO terms, and almost all experimental literature of function characterization presents the
ﬁndings in free-text form, until processed into GO terms
separately by database curators later.12
Third, the interpretation of prediction conﬁdence scores
from our pipeline for human proteins is not straightforward
because the conﬁdence scores were originally calibrated on the
E. coli proteome3 instead of on the human proteome.
This manuscript addresses the three issues by recalibrating
the conﬁdence scores of our pipeline and performing two
rigorous time-elapsed blind tests of protein function
prediction. The recalibration of the correspondence between
the conﬁdence score of our predictions and the precision of
function prediction was performed on a large set of 1995 wellannotated human PE1 proteins among the 17 694 PE1
proteins.
In the ﬁrst blind test, we evaluated the performance of
COFACTOR in the CAFA3 GO term prediction challenge.
On the 267 and 912 CAFA3 human targets used for MF and
BP evaluations, respectively, we found a clear advantage of
COFACTOR compared to simple sequence homology search
or background probability modeling, though its performance is
still dependent on the availability of high scoring templates.
In the second blind test, an independent assessor (coauthor
L.L.) identiﬁed a set of 44 neXtProt13 proteins undergoing
function curation based on manually gathered publications
during 2018.14 Meanwhile, predictors (coauthors C.Z., G.S.O.,
and Y.Z.) performed protein structure and function predictions
using the same automated pipeline as in our 2018 study. On
the basis of the automatically predicted GO terms, these three
predictors assigned a free-text function interpretation for each
query protein. Both the automated GO predictions and the
manual free-text interpretations were performed blind to the
pending curation of the proteins and were submitted to the
assessor before the neXtProt 2019−01 release. For both
predicted GO terms and the respective free-text interpretation,
consistency of the predicted functions with neXtProt curation
was assessed upon publication of the neXtProt 2019−01
release.
These analyses should serve as an incremental step toward
completion of structure and function modeling of all remaining
uPE1 and even PE2,3,4 proteins in the human proteome.15 All

■

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Our computational pipeline for structure and function
prediction of human uPE1 proteins is largely identical to our
previous report,1 except for the use of speciﬁc versions of the
protein function databases including UniProt, STRING, and
BioLiP (see further). For the sake of completeness, we brieﬂy
summarize the computational methods as follows.
I-TASSER Protein Structure Prediction

The input of the I-TASSER structure prediction pipeline is the
query protein sequence. From the query sequence, residue
position-speciﬁc local sequence and structure features such as
sequence proﬁles, secondary structures, and backbone torsion
angles are derived. These local features are used by the
LOMETS17 meta-threading server to search the query protein
against a custom PDB library (https://zhanglab.ccmb.med.
umich.edu/library/); templates in this PDB library are
nonredundant, that is, any two templates in the library share
<70% sequence identity with each other. From the structure
templates identiﬁed by LOMETS threading, continuous
fragments are collected and assembled into full length
structures by replica-exchange Monte Carlo (REMC) simulation in I-TASSER. This REMC simulation is guided by a
composite energy function combining knowledge-based
potential derived from PDB statistics, together with residue−
residue distance restraints calculated from threading templates.
The REMC simulation trajectory produces tens of thousands
of conformations, also known as “decoys”, which are clustered
by SPICKER18 according to structure similarity. The largest
cluster, which corresponds to the set of conformations with
lowest free energy, and the cluster centroid are selected to
undergo atomic-level structure reﬁnement by FG-MD19 to
derive the ﬁnal structure model. While I-TASSER can generate
up to ﬁve structure models corresponding to the ﬁve largest
clusters, this study used only the ﬁrst model for subsequent
function modeling. This model is usually closest to the native
structure among all models and can reliably estimate the global
quality (estimated TM-score) according to LOMETS threading alignment scores and simulation convergency.20
COFACTOR Automatic Structure-Based Function
Annotation

To functionally annotate the query structure model obtained
above, the COFACTOR algorithm uses a modiﬁed TM-align21
program to search structure analogs of the query structure in
the BioLiP22 structure−function database. BioLiP functions
from template structures with signiﬁcant global structure
similarity are rescored by a combination of global structure and
local binding site structure alignment to measure the global
structure similarity, active site local similarity, and matching of
sequence proﬁles.23 Functions from templates are then
transferred to the query according to the composite globallocal structure alignment score.
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Protein Function Databases Used in COFACTOR Pipeline

While structure alignment provides a sensitive approach for
function annotations, its power is limited when the protein in
question is unstructured (i.e., intrinsically disordered) or
proteins with relevant function annotation lack an experimental structure in the BioLiP database. To mitigate this
shortcoming of structure-based function annotation, COFACTOR also extracts GO term annotations by a sequence-based
approach and a protein−protein interaction (PPI)-based
approach. The sequence-based approach derives functions
from BLAST and PSI-BLAST24 hits in the UniProt database
search. The PPI-based approach maps the query to a PPI
network deﬁned by the STRING25 database to ﬁnd the PPI
partners of the query. In the earlier version of COFACTOR,3
including the version participated in the CAFA3 predictions in
2017, the functions were inferred from GO terms annotated to
the PPI partners. When we later developed MetaGO,23 an
extension for the GO term prediction component of
COFACTOR, we found that functions inferred from
UniProt26 sequences homologous to the PPI partners were
more accurate than functions directly inferred from PPI
partners. Therefore, the current COFACTOR program uses
this improved PPI-based method originally developed for
MetaGO, where functions are predicted from UniProt
sequences homologous to PPI partners of the query protein.
For a given GO term q, the conﬁdence of the ﬁnal consensus
prediction ranges between 0 and 1 and is a weighted average of
the three approaches (structure, PPI, and sequence):

∏

Cscore(q) = 1 −

The COFACTOR pipeline uses three protein function
databases: UniProt, STRING, and BioLiP. We initially started
this project using UniProt version 2018_11 for sequencehomology identiﬁcation in our sequence-based method.
However, we later learned that updates to functional
annotation, such as GO terms, are always made public in
UniProtKB a few months before being incorporated into the
neXtProt release. As a result, taking UniProt entries from
November 2018 as templates for prediction was equivalent to
taking the neXtProt 2019−01 entries from the test set.
Therefore, we revised our prediction process by using a safely
older UniProt database version 2018_02 as the template
database for two component methods of the COFACTOR
pipeline. The sequence-based component retrieves UniProt
annotated GO terms for (PSI-)BLAST hits of query sequence,
while the PPI-based component obtains UniProt GO terms
annotated to UniProt sequences homologous to the PPI
partner of query. In both cases, only the sequence and GO
term annotations from UniProt are used. We do not use
UniProt PPI annotation because it is not as comprehensive as
STRING database (see below), and we do not use UniProt/
neXtProt free-text function annotations for prediction because
they are not amenable for programmatic parsing.
The BioLiP structure function database uses GO terms
annotated to PDB chains exclusively collected from the SIFTS
and PDBsum projects. SIFTS28 and PDBsum29 in turn derive
GO terms either by mapping PDB chains to respective UniProt
entries or running the same InterPro2GO annotation pipeline
as used by UniProt. Therefore, GO term annotation in BioLiP
will not be more recent than the corresponding UniProt
released at the same date. By rolling back the use of BioLiP to
that in Feb 2018, we avoided similar bias.
For the PPI-based pipeline, we used STRING database
version 10.0, instead of the most recent STRING version 11
released in Jan 2019, for the same reason. A large portion of
the PPI entries in STRING are computational predictions,
such as those by text mining, genome neighbor, or expression
pattern, many of which could be false PPIs. Therefore, for a
pair of proteins in a species, STRING does not simply give a
binary yes or no answer. Instead, it reports a conﬁdence score,
a “STRING score”, to estimate the probability of interaction,
usually ranging between 0.15 and 1.00, which is considered in
the weighting of GO term prediction in our PPI-based
pipeline, as mentioned earlier. To ensure coverage of the PPI
network, we do not ﬁlter out computationally predicted PPI
pairs; instead, we combine all PPI information and weight
them according to the STRING score (eq 2) so that reliable
PPI pairs are up-weighted in GO term prediction.

[1 − Cscorem(q)]wm

m ϵ{structure , PPI , sequence}

(1)

Here, wm is the weighting score for method m. Cscorem(q) is
the conﬁdence score of the mth method for GO term q and
takes the following form:
N m(q)

Cscorem(q) =

∑i = 1 Si m(q)
Nm

∑i = 1 Si m

(2)

Nm is the total number of templates detected by method m. Sim
is the weighting score of the ith template detected by method
m. The template weighting score could be (PSI-)BLAST
sequence identity for sequence-based method, and interaction
score assigned by STRING database for PPI based method.
Nm(q) and Sim(q) are the template number and weighting
score of ith template, respectively, in method m for the subset
of templates associated with GO term q. We note that, instead
of using the most conﬁdent template for each GO term, eq 2
represents a weighted k-nearest-neighbor approach where all N
templates are considered in the consensus voting for each
predicted GO term. Therefore, if all templates are associated
with q, the nominator and denominator in eq 2 are the same,
and Cscore(q) is one, that is, 100% conﬁdent, even when none
of the templates shares high sequence similarity to the query. A
more extensive description of these methods is provided in our
2018 report.1
The approximate running times of I-TASSER structure
prediction and COFACTOR structure-based function prediction for a protein with 375 residues, the median length of
human proteins,27 are 118 and 11 CPU hours, respectively, as
determined empirically previously.23

Manual Free-Text Function Interpretation

We follow three steps to assign free-text annotation for
automated GO term prediction:
(a) Examine MF and BP GO terms from I-TASSER/
COFACTOR, excluding general terms, either those
deﬁned in neXtProt SPARQL NXQ_00022 or terms like
“cellular process”.
(b) Select the most speciﬁc GO term in MF or BP with Cscore >0.5. If there is no GO term with C-score >0.5,
consider terms with C-score >0.4.
(c) If the aspect (MF/BP) with the term selected in step (b)
also has other high conﬁdence unrelated GO terms,
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GO:0042802 “identical protein binding”, GO:0008270 “zinc
ion binding”, GO:0051260 “protein homooligomerization”,
GO:0005509 “calcium ion binding”, GO:0003676 “nucleic
acid binding”, GO:0003824 “catalytic activity”, GO:0046914
“transition metal ion binding”, and GO:0046872 “metal ion
binding”; the two general BP terms are GO:0007165 “signal
transduction”, and GO:0035556 “intracellular signal transduction”. We have accepted those exclusions in this analysis of
neXtProt data. To simultaneously assess the precision and
recall of our prediction, we follow the standard practice of
CAFA and evaluate the accuracy of automatic GO term
prediction by maximum F1-score, that is, the Fmax:

proceed to the complementary aspect (BP/MF) and
repeat step b.
For example, even though the BP prediction for C1QTNF8
(P60827−1) includes multiple terms with C-score ≥0.5
(GO:0009987 “cellular process”, C-score = 0.93;
GO:0048518 “positive regulation of biological process”, Cscore = 0.67; GO:0032502 “developmental process”, C-score =
0.65; GO:0044238 “primary metabolic process”, C-score =
0.54; GO:0048584 “positive regulation of response to
stimulus”, C-score = 0.53), these GO terms are not informative
for the purpose of free-text function interpretation because
they only vaguely suggest the protein’s involvement in
biological regulation of unspeciﬁed pathways. Meanwhile,
this protein does not have any MF GO term predicted with
C-score ≥0.5 (after excluding the GO terms considered by
neXtProt as too general). Therefore, for this protein, we
alternatively use MF GO terms predicted with C-score ≥0.4
(GO:0005102 “signaling receptor binding”, C-score = 0.41)
and assign the free-text interpretation “signal receptor
binding”.
In the event that predicted GO terms are too diverse in one
of the three GO aspects to conclusively interpret the function,
other aspects of GO are used for interpretation. For example,
BP prediction of RFPL1 (O75677−1) is too diverse
(GO:0016567 “protein ubiquitination”, C-score = 0.55;
GO:0010468 “regulation of gene expression”, C-score =
0.56; and GO:0002376 “immune system process”, C-score =
0.63); we instead used its high conﬁdence MF GO term
predictions, which are exclusively related to ubiquitin-protein
transferase activity (GO:0004842, C-score = 0.78).
All free-text interpretations strictly use phrases in the
deﬁnitions of predicted GO terms selected by the above
criteria.
This exercise of our free-text annotation was performed to
emulate how biologists would interpret a list of computationally predicted GO terms for a protein. It is only performed for
the small neXtProt data set of 44 proteins because manual
inspection of the full CAFA3 data set with 20 197 human
proteins was impractical. As exempliﬁed by REPL1 (O75677−
1) above, to simplify our interpretation, the free-text
annotation derived from predicted GO terms only attempted
to cover the most likely function of a protein. Therefore, such a
free-text annotation may not be as comprehensive as the
respective UniProt/neXtProt free-text annotation, which aims
to cover as many diﬀerent functions of a protein as possible so
long as there is conclusive literature evidence. This diﬀerence
in how our free-text annotations and those of UniProt/
neXtProt are derived also aﬀects how we evaluate the
performance of our free-text annotations, as discussed later.

l
o
o 2 × pr(t ) × re(t ) |
o
F max = max o
m
o pr(t ) + re(t ) }
o
o
t ∈ (0,1]o
n
~
pr(t ) =

tp(t )
tp(t )
, re(t ) =
tp(t ) + fp(t )
tp(t ) + fn(t )

(3)

(4)

In the above equations, pr(t), or “precision”, is the number
of correctly predicted GO terms, true positive tp(t), over the
number of all GO terms predicted with conﬁdence score ≥t,
that is, tp(t) + f p(t). re(t), or “recall”, is tp(t) divided by all
true positive plus false negative GO terms annotated to query
by UniProt/neXtProt ground truth, that is, tp(t) + f n(t). In
Supplementary Figure S1, we display a graphic illustration of
this metric.
Two further clariﬁcations should be made for the Fmax, as a
measure of consistency between our prediction and the
UniProt/neXtProt GO annotation. First, although Fmax =
0.5 means half of the predicted GO terms exactly match GO
terms annotated by UniProt/neXtProt, and half of the
UniProt/neXtProt GO terms are among the predicted GO
terms, a predictor achieving Fmax = 0.5 should not be
interpreted as being no better than guessing the two faces of a
ﬂipped coin. Unlike a ﬂipped coin whose probability for the
landing of the two faces are half−half, the average probability
for a GO term to get annotated (or not annotated) to a protein
is far from half−half in the database: for 92.1%, 98.5%, and
99.8% of the 47 340 GO terms deﬁned by the Gene Ontology
Consortium, each of them is annotated to less than 0.1%, 1%,
and 10% of any UniProt proteins, respectively. Therefore,
predicting GO terms with 50% precision is indeed a
challenging task and a signiﬁcant success.
Second, Fmax should not be confused with C-score. The Cscore is for each predicted GO term of a query protein, while
Fmax is an overall statistic for a protein or a set of proteins. Cscore is estimated by COFACTOR without knowing the
ground-truth, while Fmax can only be calculated if we know
both the predicted GO terms and the ground-truth GO terms.
Compared to GO term evaluation, assessment of free-text
annotation is more challenging as there is no agreed-upon
metric to quantify the similarity between two free-text
biological function descriptions. Moreover, free-text function
annotations for a protein, especially one that performs multiple
functions or is involved in complicated pathways, are aﬀected
by subjective judgment by the function curators for both our
predictions and by UniProt/neXtProt curators. In this blinded
analysis, we compared both GO terms and free-text
interpretation from I-TASSER/COFACTOR prediction and
from the UniProt/neXtProt literature-based free-text curation.
Another complication for head-to-head comparison between
the two kinds of free-text annotation is that, as mentioned

Assessment Metrics for Function Prediction

Biologically meaningful metrics for assessing protein function
prediction should not focus only on the precision of predicted
GO terms. For example, a protein function predictor that only
predicts shallow and generic GO terms such as “protein
binding” or “cellular process” could have a very good precision
but is rarely useful in practice. In fact, neXtProt does not
consider 11 MF and 2 BP GO terms for being too general and
does not use cellular component (CC) at all when retrieving
uPE1 proteins (https://www.nextprot.org/proteins/
search?mode=advanced&queryId=NXQ_00022). The 11 general MF terms are GO:0005524 “ATP binding”, GO:0000287
“magnesium ion binding”, GO:0005515 “protein binding”,
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Figure 1. (A) Calibration curve for GO term prediction precision versus C-score for MF (blue up-pointing triangles), BP (red circles), and CC
(green down-pointing triangles). Curve for template sequence identity (ID) <0.3 and <0.9 to the query are shown in hollow and solid markers,
respectively. The lower legend shows the Pearson’s correlation coeﬃcient (PCC) between precision and C-score. (B) Precision-recall curve for GO
term prediction. The lower legend shows the Fmax for each curve (see Materials and Methods).

■

above, our free-text interpretation from I-TASSER/COFACTOR only attempts to cover the most likely function of the
target protein, while UniProt/neXtProt free-text annotation
attempts to more comprehensively cover diﬀerent functions of
a protein. Therefore, if free-text interpretation from ITASSER/COFACTOR matches at least part of the neXtProt
free-text annotation for a target protein by manual inspection,
we consider that the pair of free-text annotations is consistent
(see Supplementary Table S1).
While both free-text and MF/BP GO terms are considered
“function annotations”, free-text annotations curated by
UniProt/neXtProt may not be fully reﬂected by the GO
terms annotated for the same protein, partly due to the
complexity of data source and curation process. neXtProt
function annotations have the following major sources. First,
all manual annotations performed by Swiss-Prot curators from
experimental papers are generally captured as free-text, MF/BP
GO terms (using the closest possible terms), keywords, and, in
the case of enzymes, enzyme commission (EC) numbers.
Sometimes there is no existing GO term to describe a
particular function, resulting in only a free text description
without GO terms, which happens to 17 and 3 for MF and BP,
respectively, for the 25 blindly tested neXtProt targets. In most
cases, GO terms assigned in this way are more generic than the
respective free-text. Second, MF and BP GO terms are also
manually annotated by other members of the Gene Ontology
Consortium such as HGNC and MGI. Finally, MF and BP
annotations computationally assigned by UniProt or the Gene
Ontology Consortium are considered. Apart from free-text and
GO terms, neXtProt includes other function annotations such
as pathway annotations from KEGG and Reactome, and
transporter classiﬁcation from TCDB. For this paper, we
mainly focus on GO terms and free-text.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Data Sets

This study used three data sets: one benchmark neXtProt data
set for recalibrating the C-score of COFACTOR, and two
time-elapsed blindly tested data sets from CAFA3 human
targets and newly annotated PE1 entries from neXtProt 2019−
01. The “recalibration” set is used to establish the relation
between C-score and function prediction precision in
COFACTOR, while the performance of I-TASSER/COFACTOR is evaluated on the two blindly tested data sets.
The recalibration set consists of 1995 well-annotated human
PE1 proteins with up to 750 residues in neXtProt release
2019−01. Similar to the benchmark set of 100 Chromosome
17 PE1 proteins in our 2018 report,1 each protein in this
recalibration set has ≥3 Gold MF terms, ≥ 3 Gold BP terms,
and ≥3 Gold CC terms.
The blindly tested CAFA3 human data set included 20 197
human protein targets, among which 267, 912, and 347 targets
acquired new GO terms in UniProt between 2017 and 02−02
and 2017−11−15 for MF, BP, and CC, respectively (see
supplementary_data/cafa3/benchmark20171115.tar at
https://ﬁgshare.com/articles/Supplementary_data/8135393).
These targets are further divided into two types: 147, 240, and
214 “No Knowledge” targets do not have any experimental GO
annotation before CAFA3 for MF, BP, and CC, respectively;
120, 672, and 133 “Limited Knowledge” targets have at least
one experimental GO annotation before CAFA3 for MF, BP,
and CC. Statistical analysis of function predictions on this data
set, released by the CAFA Consortium in May 2019 on
bioRxiv,30 is evaluated based on the GO term predictions our
group submitted during the CAFA3 challenge before 2017−
02−02.
As of the neXtProt release 2019−01, 25 of the 44 proteins
submitted for curation in 2018 acquired new function
annotations. While all 25 targets receive free-text function
4158
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Figure 2. Fmax for (A, B) MF, (C, D) BP, and (E, F) CC GO term prediction by COFACTOR (Zhang-Freddolino lab) and two baseline methods,
“Naı̈ve” and “BLAST” for (A, C, E) “No Knowledge” and (B, D, F) “Limited Knowledge” targets. Fmax calculations exclude GO terms annotated
before 2017−02−02. (See Supplementary Text S1 for how to retrieve these data.)

query. The calibration curve and the precision-recall curve are
shown in Figure 1. For the PPI-based pipeline in
COFACTOR, there are two rounds of sequence homologue
searches: the ﬁrst round maps query sequence to its STRING
entry, which is used to identify PPI partners interacting with
the query; the second round of sequence search maps PPI
partners to UniProt proteins to obtain the GO annotations.
Because the function annotations in the PPI-based pipeline are
eventually derived only from the PPI partner homologues in
UniProt, the sequence identity cutoﬀs in Figure 1 are applied
only between query and the PPI partner homologues in
UniProt.
As shown in Figure 1B, GO term prediction accuracy of
COFACTOR, as measured by Fmax, is higher by 24%, 28%,
and 11% when high sequence identity (ID < 0.9) templates are
available, compared to low sequence identity cutoﬀ (ID < 0.3)
cases. Nevertheless, the values are still quite high for the lower
cutoﬀ. On the other hand, the correlation between precision
and C-score does not have as strong a dependency on
sequence identity cutoﬀ, even though the low sequence
identity cases still have slightly lower precision given the
same C-score. For example, for 0.4 < C-score ≤ 0.5, the
precision is 0.69, 0.64, and 0.57 for MF, BP, and CC for ID <
0.9, compared with 0.60, 0.57, and 0.57 for ID < 0.3 (Figure
1A). Considering the fact that most poorly characterized or
uncharacterized proteins have sequence identity around 0.3 to
the closest functionally characterized homologue (see our
earlier methodology paper23), we recommend the use of the
recalibration curve obtained at ID < 0.3 for interpretation of
COFACTOR function prediction for human targets.

annotation in neXtProt, only 8 and 22 acquired GO terms for
MF and BP, respectively, excluding GO annotations deemed
by neXtProt as being too general in the neXtProt SPARQL
query NXQ_00022 as explained above in the Materials and
Methods. We make available our predictions for all 44
(https://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/COFACTOR/
nx2019addition/GOterm.html#3) so that comparison with
future neXtProt releases will be facilitated. Among these 25
recently curated neXtProt targets, the function annotation for
one target (P0C870−1, https://www.uniprot.org/uniprot/
P0C870?version=85&version=87&diﬀ=true) was updated by
UniProt on 2019−02−13 and was not in time to be included
in neXtProt release 2019−01. For this particular target, we use
the more recent UniProt annotation on 2019−02−13 instead
of that from neXtProt 2019−01. We do not separately evaluate
our result on Gold GO terms and on Gold plus Silver GO
terms as in previous study1 because all newly annotated MF
and BP GO terms for this set of 8 and 22 targets have Gold
status.
Recalibration of COFACTOR C-Score for Human Proteins

While COFACTOR assigns a C-score for each predicted GO
term for a target protein, the C-score is strongly correlated
with, but does not strictly equal, the probability of the GO
term being associated with the target. When we originally
reported the GO term prediction method of COFACTOR, we
calibrated this C-score to the corresponding probability of GO
term association, that is, the precision of GO term prediction,
given the C-score, on a prokaryotic set of 1244 E. coli
proteins.3 Because of the later improvement of our function
prediction method23 and the change of species of interest (E.
coli to human), it became necessary to recalibrate the current
COFACTOR algorithm with the recalibration set of 1995
human proteins. To calculate GO term prediction precision
given C-score, all GO term predictions for each of the three
aspects (MF, BP, and CC) were grouped into 10 bins by Cscore with bin width = 0.1. To examine whether the calibration
depends on the availability of close homology templates, we
performed two separate calibration runs by excluding function
templates sharing ≥0.3 and ≥0.9 sequence identity (ID) to the

Performance of GO Term Prediction by COFACTOR in
CAFA3

A preliminary version of COFACTOR3 was tested in the 2017
CAFA3 experiment, the latest CAFA community-wide
challenge for protein function prediction, by our team
“Zhang-Freddolino lab”. In the oﬃcial CAFA3 result30 released
in May 2019, our team was ranked as one of the top
performing groups (ranked second, third, fourth, and ﬁfth for
prediction of motility, bioﬁlm formation, CC, and BP,
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Figure 3. Fmax of MF (blue triangle) and BP (red circle) GO term prediction versus (A) sequence length, (B) global sequence identity of closest
PSI-BLAST hit, (C) highest PPI interaction score (STRING score), and (D) TM-score between query structure and the closest BioLiP template. A
pair of error bars marks the standard deviation of Fmax at each bin. Inside each ﬁgure legend, the two numbers are the PCC and its p-value,
respectively.33 (D) Among the set of 267 and 912 CAFA3 human targets for MF and BP, all were subjected to function prediction based on
sequence and PPI by COFACTOR; only 88 and 227 targets, respectively, were predicted by the structure-based pipeline of COFACTOR.

proteins experimentally annotated with q divided by the total
number of experimentally annotated UniProt proteins.
As shown in Figure 2, COFACTOR prediction consistently
outperformed the baseline methods in CAFA3 for all
assessment categories. The advantage is particularly evident
for BP, where our Fmax was 54% and 55% higher than the best
performing baseline methods for “No Knowledge” and
“Limited Knowledge” types. Moreover, COFACTOR outperforms “Naı̈ve” on CC by 15% and 10% for “No Knowledge”
and “Limited Knowledge” targets. No computational method
outperformed “Naı̈v e” in CAFA2. 9 Even though our
predictions ultimately derive function annotation from UniProt
annotated GO terms similar to the “Naı̈ve” and “BLAST”
baseline methods, COFACTOR more eﬀectively identiﬁes
functional templates and combines their GO annotations,
instead of relying on simple sequence similarity search
(“BLAST”) or accepting background distribution of GO
terms (“Naı̈ve”).
To understand better why the functions of some targets are
easier to predict than other targets, we computed the Pearson’s
correlation coeﬃcient (PCC) between various features of the
query protein in the target set and the Fmax of GO term
prediction accuracy for MF and BP (Figure 3) based on the
supplementary data accompanying the CAFA330 report
(https://ﬁgshare.com/articles/Supplementary_data/8135393,
see Supplementary Text S1 for how to retrieve the data). For a
meta-server (such as COFACTOR) that combines multiple
features (identities of multiple sequence homologues, STRING
scores of PPI partners, and similarities of structure templates)
to derive a consensus prediction, it is often impossible for the

respectively) among 68 teams (see Figures 3 and 4 of the
CAFA3 report30). We note that such performance was
obtained by a partial implementation of COFACTOR with
just the sequence- and PPI-based pipeline for 82 903 (63.4%)
of the 130 827 prediction targets from 23 species, as the
structure-based pipeline of COFACTOR was not ready for
high-throughput prediction when we participated in CAFA3 in
2017.31 To further save time, among the reduced CAFA3 set of
47 924 structure-based function prediction targets, the full
length structure models of query proteins were generated by
LOMETS threading followed by MODELLER32 homology
modeling for 43 953 targets (91.7%), while the full I-TASSER
pipeline was only used for the remaining 3971 targets (8.3%).
The lack or lower quality of structure information is part of the
reasons for our limited CAFA3 performance in MF because the
speciﬁcity of molecular function such as biomolecule binding
and catalytic activity is determined by structure.
Our performance on the human subset of CAFA3 is shown
in Figure 2. Since prediction models from other CAFA3
predictor teams are not publicly available, we compare our
predictions obtained during CAFA3 challenge in 2017−02−02
with two baseline methods implemented by CAFA3 assessors:
(1) the “BLAST” method searching a query against UniProt,
where the prediction C-score of GO term q equals the
sequence identity at the BLAST-aligned region between query
and the top BLAST hit annotated with q; and (2) the “Naı̈ve”
method, equivalent to the background distribution of GO
terms: for any target, “Naı̈ve” predicts every GO term, where
the C-score of GO term q equals the number of UniProt
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Table 1. Comparison of I-TASSER/COFACTOR Function Annotation and UniProt/neXtProt Curation for 25 uPE1 with
Newly Provided Function Annotation in neXtProt Release 2019-01-11a

a

Full details of this table are available as Supplementary Table S1. bAsterisk (∗) marks a target if our free-text annotation matches neXtProt free
text annotation. cPlus (+) marks a target whose Fmax for either MF or BP is >0.5 but the free-text annotation does not match. Fmax for MF/BP
quantitatively measures the consistency between COFACTOR predicted GO terms and neXtProt curated GO terms. “NA”, or not applicable,
means neXtProt did not assign GO term for a target. The table is ranked in descending order of Fmax. dIn the last column, phrases at top are freetext annotations, followed by MF and BP GO terms. Red shades indicate free-text phrases consistent between I-TASSER/COFACTOR prediction
and neXtProt annotation.
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making a total of 10 that have good matches by either free-text
or GO terms or both.
Of course, these newly annotated proteins represent the 7%
of PE1 proteins that have resisted functional annotation. Thus,
the overall low Fmax of agreement between GO term
predictions and literature curation (0.19 and 0.23 for MF
and BP, respectively, for the 8 and 22 proteins) is partly
attributable to incompleteness in GO term annotation. In fact,
our BP prediction accuracy is >15% higher than three state-ofthe-art GO term prediction programsGoFDR,5 GOtcha,6
and DeepGOplus35 (Table 2). In many scenarios, both our

consensus prediction to be dependent only on one feature.
Nevertheless, it is still possible to identify whether the quality
of a feature aﬀects the accuracy of ﬁnal prediction in a
statistically signiﬁcant manner. For example, while we did not
observe signiﬁcant dependence of Fmax on query sequence
length (Figure 3A), Fmax of the sequence-, PPI-, and
structure-based component methods of COFACTOR is
signiﬁcantly dependent upon the availability of templates or
interaction partners, as quantiﬁed by their sequence identity
(Figure 3B), STRING score (Figure 3C), and TM-score
(Figure 3D), especially when the template score is modest
(sequence identity <0.5, STRING score <0.7, or TM-score
<0.6). However, for all three methods, the correlation
coeﬃcient between Fmax and the score of ﬁrst template is
not high (|PCC| ≤ 0.3), partly because each of the three
component methods is a consensus approach to simultaneously consider all template hits (eq 2) so that the prediction
result for a GO term will not be completely biased by a single
high scoring template.
In short, our analysis indicates that, while COFACTOR is a
good function predictor that goes far beyond simple sequence
homology searching, it still has the intrinsic limitation of a
template-based predictor, where target proteins with less
reliable templates are more diﬃcult to model.

Table 2. Comparison of GO Terms Prediction Accuracy
(Fmax) between I-TASSER/COFACTOR, Our Function
Annotation by I-TASSER/COFACTOR, and State-of-theArt Methods for 8 and 22 neXtProt Proteins with Newly
Annotated MF and BP GO Termsa
program

Fmax for MF of 8
proteins

Fmax for BP of 22
proteins

I-TASSER/COFACTOR
GoFDR
GOtcha
DeepGOplus

0.19
0.28
0.20
0.17

0.23
0.20
0.11
0.16

a

Bold font indicates the most accurate algorithm in each aspect for
this data set. While COFACTOR is on average more accurate than
both GoFDR5 and GOtcha6 for all three aspects of GO terms as
shown in large-scale benchmark studies,1,3 its MF prediction accuracy
(Fmax) is lower than GoFDR and GOtcha for this set of targets in
MF prediction, probably due to the very small data set size of only 8
proteins. GoFDR infers functions from sequence homologues
identiﬁed based on similarity of functional discriminating residues.
GOtcha predicts GO terms from homologues detected by BLAST
search followed by species-speciﬁc conﬁdence score normalization.
DeepGOplus implements deep neural networks to predict GO terms
from sequence itself.35

Evaluation of Free-Text and GO Term Prediction Using
Newly Annotated uPE1 Proteins in neXtProt 2019−01−11

While CAFA3 provides a large blindly tested set for relatively
robust statistical analysis of our GO term prediction performance, we could not evaluate the performance of free-text
function as it was neither required nor feasible given the very
large set of targets in the CAFA3 challenge. To complement
the CAFA3 evaluation and contribute to the C-HPP uPE1
CP50 Challenge,34 we assessed the I-TASSER/COFACTOR
pipeline on a narrowly focused blindly tested set of 25
previously unannotated proteins with new function annotation
in the neXtProt 2019−01−11 release. The detailed ﬁndings are
presented in Supplementary Table S1, while a simpliﬁed table
is presented in Table 1, with the proteins listed in descending
order of Fmax values.
Among the 25 targets in this time-elapsed blindly tested set,
3 have I-TASSER models that are predicted to have correct
structure topology (estimated TM-score >0.5: #2, 17, 18 in
Supplementary Table S1), while another 10 are predicted to
have approximately correct fold (estimated TM-score in the
range [0.4,0.5]: #1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 20, 24 in
Supplementary Table S1).
Among the 25 targets, we did not assign free-text function
annotation for 3 (O75363−1, Q8NDM7−1, and Q9BZH6−1;
#8, 16, and 11, respectively, in Table 1) because the GO terms
we predicted for these targets are too general to infer the
function. For the remaining 22 targets, our manual free-text
function interpretations are consistent with neXtProt annotation for 9 of them, as marked by asterisks (∗) in Table 1 (#1, 2,
3, 6, 7, 9, 15, 18, 19). Meanwhile, of the 8 and 22 targets with
UniProt/neXtProt curated MF or BP GO terms, 3 (#1, 2, 3)
for MF and 4 (#1, 2, 3, 4) for BP have Fmax ≥0.5 for our GO
term prediction. That makes a total of 4 diﬀerent targets of the
25 with good matches for GO terms, only one (#4) of which is
in addition to the 9 above with good matches for free-text,

method and UniProt/neXtProt curation may only capture
some of the many functions a protein performs. For example,
target RFPL1 (O75677−1, #18 in Table 1) regulates the cell
cycle by promoting ubiquitin-dependent protein degradation
according to UniProt/neXtProt. While our MF prediction
inferred the ubiquitin-dependent protein degradation function,
our BP term prediction did not correctly predict the cell cycle
regulation function, resulting in a low Fmax of 0.27 for BP GO
terms despite partially consistent function annotation.
Such incompleteness of GO term annotation is not
uncommon for UniProt/neXtProt literature curation.
C1QTNF8 (P60827−1, #9 in Table 1) binds the G proteincoupled receptor RXFP1 (MF) to regulate cell motility (BP).
Swiss-Prot curators annotated the protein with the free text
“May play a role as ligand of RXFP1” to convey its molecular
function without a GO term; the GO consortium annotated
GO:2000147 “positive regulation of cell motility” for BP based
on the same experimental paper.36 This causes the lack of an
appropriate MF GO term for this protein such as GO:0001664
“G protein-coupled receptor binding” or GO:0005102 “signaling receptor binding”. Consequently, even though COFACTOR indeed predicts GO:0005102, we cannot calculate Fmax
for MF and have a modest Fmax = 0.40 for BP, despite our
consistent free-text interpretation “signaling receptor binding”.
While the incompleteness of function curation partly accounts
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interpretation of the function given only partially correct GO
term predictions. Nevertheless, in Table 1, we designated this
protein (#2) as partially matching the free-text annotations
from the curators.
Q5VTQ0−1 (TTC39B, #19 in Table 1) regulates high
density lipoprotein (HDL) cholesterol metabolism by
promoting the ubiquitination and degradation of the oxysterol
receptors LXR (NR1H2 and NR1H3).40 I-TASSER/COFACTOR correctly predicts its protein ubiquitination regulation
(but unfortunately not the cholesterol metabolism regulation
function, resulting in low Fmax of 0.26 for MF). For this target,
the prediction of protein ubiquitination regulation
(GO:0006508 “proteolysis”, C-score = 0.52; GO:0016567
“protein ubiquitination”, C-score = 0.50) is mainly due to its
structure similarity to anaphase-promoting complex subunits
(Apc/C, Supplementary Figure S4). This protein also has an
asterisk for free-text annotation matching curators.
Q8IUW5−1 (RELL1, #15 in Table 1) is a receptor of tumor
necrosis factor (TNF) and induces activation of MAPK14/p38
cascade and apoptosis.41,42 Our prediction correctly describes
regulation of apoptosis through tumor necrosis factor (TNF)
but does not include the MAPK14/p38 cascade regulation. On
the other hand, neXtProt BP GO term annotation only
includes “positive regulation of p38MAPK cascade”
(GO:1900745) but does not include the TNF-mediated
apoptosis, resulting in low Fmax = 0.29 for BP prediction.
The prediction of TNF-mediated apoptosis regulation
(GO:0097190 “apoptotic signaling pathway”, C-score = 0.51,
for BP and GO:0005031 “tumor necrosis factor-activated
receptor activity”, C-score = 0.40, for MF) is not due to one
single highly signiﬁcant hit but due to multiple consensus (PSI)BLAST hits with consistent GO term annotations. The
closest sequence homologue is TNF receptor superfamily
member 19L (UniProt ID Q969Z4), which shares 30%
sequence identity with the query. This protein ends up with
a match for free-text but not for GO terms.

for the low Fmax on this data set, our earlier benchmark
performed last year on 100 chromosome 17 PE1 proteins
resulted in much higher Fmax of 0.69 and 0.57 for MF and BP,
respectively,1 as that benchmark data set included only deeply
annotated targets with at least 3 Gold GO terms for each of the
three GO terms aspects (MF, BP, and CC). Partly due to
incompleteness of GO term annotation in the small data set
reported in this study, Fmax of COFACTOR GO term
prediction does not have apparent correlation with features of
targets such as template availability (Supplementary Figure
S2).
Among the 25 proteins in this time-elapsed neXtProt blindly
tested set, we highlight three representative function
predictions. As the ﬁrst example, we discuss P0C870−1
(JMJD7, #2 in Table 1), a recently characterized endopeptidase and monooxygenase37,38 to illustrate the importance of
structure template alignment and local sequence homologue
hits in function prediction. As an endopeptidase, JMJD7 cuts
histones at methylated arginine residues (GO:0035064
“methylated histone binding”, GO:0004177 “aminopeptidase
activity”, GO:0004175 “endopeptidase activity” for MF); as a
Fe2+ and 2-oxoglutarate-dependent monooxygenase, JMJD7
catalyzes hydroxylation of DRG1 and DRG2 translation factors
(GO:0016706 “2-oxoglutarate-dependent dioxygenase activity”, GO:0004497 “monooxygenase activity” for MF,
GO:0018126 “protein hydroxylation” for BP). The I-TASSER
structure model of JMJD7 displays a typical “Jelly roll” fold and
shares a high TM-score39 of 0.98 for both of its recently solved
structures (PDB IDs 5nfn Chain A and 5nfo Chain A,
Supplementary Figure S3A), even though neither of the two
experimental structures was used in the I-TASSER modeling or
function prediction. The structure of JMJD7 is similar to two
human oxidoreductases: PDB IDs 3al5 Chain B (TM-score =
0.69, Supplementary Figure S3B), and PDB ID 4b7e Chain A
(TM-score = 0.70, Supplementary Figure S3C), which are
tRNA hydroxylase and hypoxia-inducible factor-asparagine
dioxygenase, respectively. Despite the matching of these two
structure analogs and the correct prediction of GO:0016706
“2-oxoglutarate-dependent dioxygenase activity” at C-score =
0.32 by COFACTOR structure-based method, the I-TASSER
model also shares high structure similarity to many other
proteins that perform other unrelated functions such as
GO:0070492 “oligosaccharide binding” and GO:0005215
“transporter activity”, both at C-score = 0.53 by structurebased method, partly because the Jelly roll fold is a common
topology in a wide variety of proteins. In the sequence-based
method, the closest oxidoreductase hit is Lysine-speciﬁc
demethylase 8 (UniProt ID B2GUS6), with only 27%
sequence identity at the aligned region. Despite the low
sequence identity with the top hit, 56% of the BLAST and PSIBLAST hits are annotated with oxidoreductase activity
(GO:0016706), resulting in highly conﬁdent prediction of
this term at C-score = 0.62 for sequence-based method and Cscore = 0.76 for the ﬁnal consensus COFACTOR prediction.
Although our predicted GO terms for both MF and BP overlap
very well with neXtProt annotation (Fmax = 0.55 and 0.90,
respectively), our blinded manual free-text interpretation
process chose the term “histone demethylase activity”
(GO:0032452, C-score = 0.63) to derive the free-text function
annotation “histone demethylation”, which is not fully
consistent with UniProt/neXtProt annotation, even though it
correctly indicates the oxidoreductase activity of JMJD7 on
methylated histones. This reﬂects the diﬃculty of manual

■

CONCLUSIONS
For this report, we performed two sets of rigorous time-elapsed
blind tests of our previously reported I-TASSER/COFACTOR
pipeline, using results from the CAFA3 Challenge and from 25
neXProt newly annotated PE1 proteins. On the very recently
published results of blind testing hundreds of CAFA3 human
targets,30 a partial implementation of COFACTOR consistently achieved higher Fmax than the best baseline methods.
This result shows that COFACTOR goes far beyond simple
sequence homology search.
Meanwhile, being template- and PPI-based, the performance
of COFACTOR is dependent on the availability of high
scoring template and PPI partners. Without such templates
and PPI partners appropriately identiﬁed, the accuracy of the
function prediction will be low. To address this issue, we are
working on the development of new approaches based on
machine learning such as deep neural networks (NNs).35,43,44
NNs are shown to be able to extract features solely from query
protein sequences without homologous template information
when trained with known sequences in the functional
databases and exploit the implicit relation between sequence
and function through NN training. These approaches will be
integrated with the current I-TASSER/COFACTOR pipeline
to increase its ability and accuracy for modeling the non- and
distant-homologous protein targets.
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For the much smaller set of 25 neXtProt targets that
acquired new function annotation in neXtProt release 2019−
01 and could be used for the assessment, our free-text and
speciﬁc GO term function annotation derived solely from
automated I-TASSER/COFACTOR pipeline predicted good
matches with the curators for 10 of them. This result is
remarkable, given the variety of GO terms and limited depth of
GO terms in the UniProt/neXtProt cases and the lack of
structural information for most of these proteins.
Because free-text annotations are not readily amenable for
computational parsing, they cannot be utilized directly by
template-based function prediction algorithms such as
COFACTOR. Thus, text-mining tools need to be developed
to automate the conversion of free-text annotations into GO
term annotations and vice versa, as we have initiated with
GPCR proteins.45
The C-HPP CP50 initiative on functional annotation of
1254 remaining uPE1 proteins is a very large task. The
utilization of such an automated pipeline, even for clues and
insights to organize experimental studies, seems quite
promising, as was demonstrated in CAFA3 for model
organisms.30,46 In one such study,46 protein function
predictions helped biologists to narrow down candidate
genes potentially associated with long-term memory in
Drosophila from approximately 14 thousand genes in the
whole genome to 29 genes for experimental validation, of
which 12 (41%) were eventually conﬁrmed to be involved in
long-term memory. Although more than half of the function
predictions are incorrect, these predicted models managed to
convert an experimental project from infeasible to fruitful. To
assist investigators, we make available the algorithms and
pipeline at the Web servers https://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.
edu/I-TASSER/ and https://zhanglab.ccmb.med.umich.edu/
COFACTOR/. neXtProt has already introduced links to
precomputed and annually updated I-TASSER/COFACTOR
predictions for proteins lacking function annotation as
illustrated for JMJD7 (NX_P0C870) at https://www.
nextprot.org/entry/NX_P0C870/gh/zhanglabs/
COFACTOR; “NX_P0C870” can be replaced by the neXtProt
ID to obtain function prediction for any uPE1 target of interest
to the neXtProt user.
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